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												Email Address *

												
												 
												

												
													Password 
														
													
													
														
													

													
													
													 
													


													
														
        													
        													
        													

													

												

												
													
														Don't have a login?
															

												Sign Up
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																Asia Pacific
															
	
																Europe, Middle East & Africa
															
	
																Caribbean, Latin America
															
	
																United States, Canada
															


													

													
													
														* Avaya employees please use
															
your Avaya handle and global password
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												+65-6872-8700

											

										

										
											
												

											

											
												
													[image: Carribean, Latin America Phone Numbers]
												

											

											
												
													Argentina
												

												+54-11-4118-4901

												
													Brazil
												

												+55-11-5185-6700

												
													Colombia
												

												+57-1-638-4591

												
													Mexico
												

												+52-55-5278-7654
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													Business Partners
												

												
												
												Call your local CSC number and select IT application support or call AVAYA IT support at +44 1483 309 811

												

												
												
													Customers
												

												+44-1483-309800
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													U.S. Associates
												

												+1-866-AVAYA-IT(+1-866-282-9248)
													
or +1-720-444-0130 
												

												
													INTL Associates
												

												If calling from an Avaya Office: 0/9 (outside line prefix) then '1234'. 
													

													
If calling from an external, non-Avaya location:
													
EMEA: +44-1483-309800, CANADA, APAC AND CALA: +1-720-444-0130 
												

												
													US/Canada Business
														
Partners/Customers 
													
												

												+1-866-AVAYA-IT (+1-866-282-9248)
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													Please enter your email address
													
														
													

													
														Step 1 of 2
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												Welcome.
													
To help us protect your identity,
													
please supply us with your security answer. 
												

											

											
												

												
													Your answer 
														
													
													
														
													

													
														Step 2 of 2
														
													

												

											

											
												If you can't recall your security answer, please call 1-866-AVAYA-IT
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												Thank you. We've received the necessary information and an email will be sent with the link for password change.
													


												
											

										

										
© 2024  Avaya LLC.   Use of this site indicates you accept the Terms of Use and the Privacy Statement

											

										

										
										
										
									
